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September 26, 2003
Those who attend Wooster have a 77.
sense of belonging to a succession of
generations originating in the past and
stretching into the future.STER WICE - Robert FrostEstablished in 1883
International student enrollment drops
Eliza S. Cramer
Editor in Chief
Since September 11, colleges
and universities across-th- e coun-
try are facing a drop"Ih the enroll-
ment of International students.
Wooster is no different, with the
International first-ye- ar class drop-
ping to 26 students this year.
In the past, the numbers have
been much higher 34 in 1999, 39
in 2000, 41 in 2001 and 37 in
2002. Karen Edwards, . assistant
dean of students for international
student affairs, said, "That stands
out when considering the large
size of our first year class overall."
Both i Karen Edwards and
Jonathon Edwards, associate
director of admissions and coor-
dinator of international admis-
sions, attribute the drop to visa
problems and problems with
competitive economies.
"Visas and SEVIS Student and
Exchange Visitor Information
System monitoring are just part
of the big picture," said K.
Edwards, "it is also very true that
the economy has had a dramatic
Scheduling assessed
Megan Stewart
Staff Writer
On-lin- e registration for classes
may be an option at the College
sometime in the future, but is still
several years down the road.
In response to yearly student
complaints about the current
method of arena registration, con-
sideration of on-li- ne registration
began in the early 1980s.
The idea was discussed in the
past, but never implemented,
because the administration was
partial to what it perceived as
the more personable procedure
involved in arena registration.
Furthermore, there was never a
consensus among the faculty
that the arena method was in
ON
enrollment decline
effect on international enrollment
trends. Students ability to pay,
and our institutions' ability to be
competitive in today's "market for
international enrollment" has
taken a toll."
With the instilling of "The
Patriot Acts," the government's
priority has shifted its priorities to
security International studentconcerns,
rather
than the 34-- '
"V
30Student
25-2- 0
visas, in
the cat-
egory of IS- - S".
F--L make
up two 5- -
percent of
all visas 1999 2000 2001
issued. J. Edwards said that the gov-
ernment is targeting F--l visas because
several of those involved in first World
Trade Center bombing and in the 91 1
attacks were here on F--l visas.
"The government had already been
talking about this Patriots Acts and
had started piloting a program in
need of replacement.
In spite of these sentiments, dis-
cussion of the on-li- ne option for
registration has surfaced again
this year.
The administration has recently
made an assessment of registra-
tion software that the College pur-
chased when on-li- ne registration
was first considered. According
to Registrar Bob Blair, the soft-
ware is now out of date.
In order to use the current soft-
ware, the College would need to
make technical changes, and to
hire someone just to maintain the
module each day. The price of
new software is estimated to be
around $100,000.
See "Online registration," page 3.
the Web: www.wooster.eduVoice
the late 90s," said J. Edwards,
"What it amounts to is making it
harder for students to get visas;
they are facing more scrutiny."
"I believe that 911 (and our
government and our media's
reactions to it) have resulted in
greater fear (real or illusional) on
the part of students and parents
abroad,
and has
'had a
- ' i n e b a -
t i v e
26 impact
on the
number
of stu-den- ts
w h o
see the
USA as
2002 2003 a desir
able location to study and live,"
said K. Edwards.
"For Wooster specifically, we
have been directly affected
through visa rejections, delayed
interviews (that resulted in delay-
ing enrollment) and waiting peri-
ods that extended from weeks into
Scots take time
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months," said K. Edwards.
This year, Wooster lost two stu-
dents from Myanmar who were
supposed to come here, but were
denied visas.
The essential problem, howev-
er, is the competition Wooster
faces both within the United
States and with other English-speakin- g
countries, who are
making better financial offers.
When Wooster first started its
International Program, it was one
of the leading schools to recruit
International students.
"But in the last ten years, others
have jumped on the bandwagon,"
said J. Edwards. The competition
has grown and other schools are
surpassing Wooster in numbers and
in the financial packages they offer.
J. Edwards said, "We aren't
able to compete like we used to.
We haven't changed our policy
yet, and we haven't adjusted to
the competition."
Therefore, the College must now
decide what it will do both to recruit
more International students, and to
See "Enrollment, " page 3.
out to volunteer
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Student
involved in
accident
Sarah E. Core
Associate Editor
On Wednesday, Sept. 24, at
approximately 12:45 a.m., an
unidentified man on a bicycle
crashed into a moving vehicle on
Beall Ave.
The vehicle, driven by Isaac
Ward '05, was passing Babcock
Hall headed north when a man in
camouflage .. riding a bicycle
swerved into the car, rolling over
the left corner of the hood. The
man had been weaving down the
middle of the road, an open beer
in one hand when he swerved
into the right lane, approximately .
40 feet away from the car. Ward
said, "I was shocked and befud-
dled. It's just not something you
see everyday."
On duty student security offi-
cers were patrolling when they
saw the man, said Shantamu Rai
'07, one of the patrol officers. The
students were about to call in a
report when the man tried to
switch lanes. Rai called the acci-
dent in to the First Responders and
Security alerted the Wooster
Police Department.
Witnesses at the scene said the
man seemed very intoxicated, sit-
ting in the middle of the road and
moaning "Ow," intermittently.
"His leg was broken from the knee
down and he had a big gash on
his head" said Rai. The police '
responded to the incident within
five minutes and an ambulance
was on the scene within 10 min-
utes. "If the car hadn't slowed
down, said Rai, "he'd probably
have died."
It is unknown who the individ-
ual is and as, of press time the
police department could not com-
ment on the man's condition or if
any DUI charges were filed
against him. No charges were filed
against Ward.
-- Additional reporting by Roger Gilson
News
Professor lectures
Justin L. Hart
News Editor
The 2003 Faculty at Large lec-
ture series began this ' past
Tuesday at 11 a.m. with
Philosophy Professor Henry
Kreuzman presenting a lecture
entitled "The Dance of Death:
The Origins of Medical Science"
in Severance Hall room 009.
"Until recently, medicine has
not done its job very well,"
Kreuzman said during his lecture.
"Physicians and apothecaries'
work ... was largely ineffective."
He explained that sometimes
medical treatments of centuries
ago would be more deadly than
the disease. "Physicians were fre-
quently seen as the handmaidens
of death," he said.
"How do we show that medi-
cine is a science, and how do we
show when it became scientific?"
Kreuzman asked rhetorically. He
explained how some people have
claimed that medicine is not a
science because one cannot
always predict its results or
ensure those results' success.
However, Kreuzman insisted
these traits are common to all
branches of science. "The out-
comes of other sciences are not
always successful," he said.
"The outcome of science is not
always predictable."
He discussed how some schol-
ars do not consider the practice of
medicine to have been a science
until the nineteenth century. "I
believe this is an incorrect analy-
sis," he said. "My argument is
that it was much earlier."
Kreuzman commenced with
his argument by discussing the
role of philosophical ideas in his-
tory. "Philosophy is like plumb-
ing," said Kreuzman, explaining
that plumbing and philosophy are
both hidden beneath the basic
structures of our society, making
society run smoothly.
In the case of philosophy, the
ways people have of thinking
about things helps keep their
society together. "When things
are going badly, what we need to
do is re-exam- ine our concepts,"
he said.
This is what Kreuzman
explained had happened in the
Middle Ages, in which people
sought the answers to scientific
questions by reading classical
texts from ancient Greece and
Rome, without trusting in their
own sense of reason.
"It's a model of knowledge
based on authority," he said.
"This way of thinking began to
go badly."
Editors: Christopher Beck Justin L. Hart
on the history of medicine
It was then that thinkers such as
Sir Francis Bacon began to devel-
op the scientific method. "The
Royal Society saw Bacon's ideas
as giving them a new way," said
Kreuzman. "It's not an approach
based on books, but it's an
approach based on instruments."
It was science that allowed
people to start looking at
empirical, or observable, infor-
mation and combine it with
logical thought.
"The scientific method is like
bees making honey," Kreuzman
said. He elaborated that bees take
pollen that they find in the out-
side world and turns it into honey
by their own effort, much like
scientists take observable data
and makes theories on that data
by their own logic.
Kreuzman told the story of
Alexander Gordon, a doctor who
lived in Aberdeen, Scotland, in
the eighteenth-centur- y. Gordon
had to deal with the outbreak of a
disease called childbed fever
among mothers who had recently
given birth. Gordon took statis-
tics of the individual cases of the
fever in Aberdeen and correlated
the cases with records of who the
midwife was for each birth.
He concluded that childbed
fever was spread contagiously by
town midwives. Although there
Based on a resolution from
the United Nations, Sunday
Sept. 21 is designated as the
International Day ofPeace.
This annual event is in it's
second year and was celebrat-
ed all over the world in various
ways. According to the
International Day of Peace
website, the United Nations
designated Sept. 21 as the
International Day ofPeace with
the idea ofeventually achieving
a day ofGlobal Ceasefire.
On campus, the event was
marked by a vigil outside of
Lowry Center. Emily Hayes '06
holds a candel during the peace
vigil on Sunday night.
(Photo by Caroline Hotra)
Campus vigil recognizes International Day ofPeace
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Henry Kreuzman discussed medical
Lecture. (Photo by Sajal Sthapit)
were many ideas about the dis-
ease's cause, only Gordon's
claimed it was contagious.
Gordon tried to disseminate his
theory about childbed fever, but
without much avail. "Gordon's
ideas were not received well,"
said Kreuzman. In spite of such
rejection, Gordon was not the
only person of his time to be
using the scientific method to
Dropping
Continued from page 1.
retain them as well. The retention
rate of International students
remains high. "Our number of
International Students over all
four years has maintained a fair-
ly steady level," said K.
Edwards,, "somewhere between
110 and 130."
Because of these financial diffi-
culties, J. Edwards is focusing
much of his recruiting on countries
with an economy that will support
students to come, specifically
Japan, Thailand and South Africa.
He will be traveling to these
countries soon and will meet up
with Wooster students participat-
ing in the study abroad program in
Thailand. He hopes to have many
science at the first Faculty at Large
explain disease, according to
Kreuzman. "You've got a lot of
people doing very similar things
... to what Gordon did," he said."
Even so, it was not until the
advent of powerful microscopes
sin the nineteenth century that
other scientists were able to veri-
fy Gordon's theory. "Medicine
was a science long before those
discoveries," Kreuzman said.
enrollment
of these students speak to the per-
spective students and answer stu-
dent orientated questions.
J. Edwards is now encouraging
college officials to re-a- ss the poli-
cies for International Students
and their financial package.
He hopes that by -- working
with several exchange organiza-
tions the college will be able to
keep our International students
here at Wooster by these rates.
Students with better financial
packages will be more likely to
obtain a visa.
Right now, these new policies
will go into effect for the next
recruiting class. J. Edwards said, "I
hope to be able to take the money
and give a larger percentage to a
smaller amounrof students."
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Ohio takes proactive stance on drinking
Elizabeth Miller
Staff Writer
The College Initiative to
Reduce High Risk Drinking coali-
tion held its fall conference on
Sept. 19. Prevention Specialist
Gaylyn Gaddy Maurer was the
College of Wooster's representa-
tive. Maurer said the conference
was helpful in continuing the dia-
logue of addressing high-ris- k
alcohol consumption on campuses
across the state.
"At, the fall conference, we
talked about ways to make sure
everyone knows our policies,"
said Maurer. The coalition, of
which Wooster has been a mem-
ber of for five years, "shaped the
structure of our prevention pro-
gram on campus in the way that
we addressed drinking and other
drug use," according to Maurer.
Cameron McLeod '07 is not
familiar with the College's alco
problems
'55 percent ofmany
campuses dents of the 2002-0- 3 year
f a c e . were alcohol
initiatives First Responder Geoffery
approach AllertOH '04.
is to '
Online registration
Continued from page 1.
Blair indicated that the only
step that has not been taken with
regard to assessing the software
is, in his words, "bringing in reps
from the computer software com-
pany to meet with a group of fac-
ulty, students, and members of
computer services to discuss what
would make on-li- ne registration
work at Wooster and how much it
would cost."
Switching to on-li- ne registra-
tion would have both positive and
negative effects.
The switch would eliminate
what some students regard as a
"herding" experience during
change those factors in the envi-
ronment that are promoting
underage drinking and high-ris- k
alcohol use."
The College of Wooster's
approach to addressing those
factors has been outlined in a
brochure which is available to
students. The Department of
Education requires distribu- -
arena registration, as well as the
need for students to stand in line
to register for classes.
However, such a change would
not eliminate the possibility that
some students may be shut out of
classes, because the current sys-
tem of lottery numbers would still
be used.
Under an on-li- ne registration
system, students who are not able
to enroll in all the classes they
wish would have to dealvith their
problem on their own.
In the arena setting, by con-
trast, administration officials and
faculty from each department are
present to assist students with any
problems or questions.
Ext 2319
Ext 2357
Ext 2371
Ext 2256
Ext 2301
Ext 2208
2003-20- 04 SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivor of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For
assistance contact:
Nancy Anderson
Mary Bader
Heather Fitz Gibbon
FamFrese
Dianna Kardulias
Carroll Meyer
hol policy, but he said that when it
comes to on-camp- us drinking, "I
don't think it is to the point where
it is out of hand."
This lack of knowledge of
campus alcohol policies is an
issue that Initiative Project
Director Connie Block says is
one of the
Longbrake
Kaukel29A
Kauke7
Kauke S
The Lilly House
Westaiinstar Church
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or a
Campus Minister at Ext 2602. To report an assault contact die Wooster
City Police at 911 (emergencies) or 330-264-333- 3, or Security at Ext 2590.
Wooster Voice
tion of that information in writ-
ing every year.
David, Brown, director of
Residential Life and Housing said,
"The campus Alcohol Response
Policy was designed to educate
students but also to help us sort out
which students appear to be at sig- -
nificantrisk
with theirour inci-- drinking."
"Students
related," said with first-tim- e
viola-
tions usually
attend our
Alcohol and
Other Drug Workshop that is facilitat-
ed by trained volunteers from the staff
in Student Affairs," said Brown. The
two-ho- ur workshop is "focused on
helping students to recognize that not
all students drink the same way and
that they can make choices that will
prevent more significant problems
from happening."
According to Director of
Security Joe Kirk, security offi-
cers saw more offenses before the
institution of the Alcohol and
Drug Education Workshop. He
said out that at least half of all
crime that occurs on campus can
be linked to alcohol consumption.
In his time at the College of
Wooster he has only encountered
one case of sexual assault that did
not involve alcohol.
Geoffery Allerton '04 is a mem-
ber of the First Response Team.
Although the team responds to all
medical related calls during hours
where only a nurse staffs the
Wellness Center, they are more
likely to respond to an alcohol-relate- d
call than anything else.
Allerton said, "55 percent of our
incidents in the 2002-200- 3 aca-
demic year were alcohol-related- ."
"Part of the college experience
for students is developing an iden-
tity," Maurer said. "Oftentimes,
Jazz en the Lawn
at Ttke Shack
fmftTn'ngMTFP Gtxfe
Thursday, Oct. 2 3-7- pm
Free MrrLssion
Bringyarowi chairs and
lerrjoycref edtie ctituljarel
trying alcohol may be a part of that
developmental struggle to find out
who they are and who they are not.
It doesn't have to be a struggle."
Maurer pointed out the myriad
amount of activities on-camp- us
that do not involve alcohol con-
sumption. The Wooster Activities
Crew, chemical-fre- e houses, and
Common Grounds all offer subst-
ance-free events for students.
The number of alcohol viola-
tions has decreased between the
2001-0- 2 school year and the 2002-0- 3
year. Kirk points out that it is
still too early to determine if the
decline in numbers will remain
consistent "We'd like to see the
numbers decrease," Kirk said.
Maurer credits the decrease to
the information that the Wellness
Center has made available. The
poster campaign of the Substance
Abuse Awareness Council has
been particularly effective in
Maurer's opinion. ; ; .
"If you can get the word out
with those, it actually opens up
the students to make more respon-
sible choices. If you give them the
actual norms and the actual sort of
statistics they make better choic-
es," said Maurer. She said the
posters are "more interactive and
they are more interesting."
"They're not saying 'don't
drink'; they're not saying 'Shame
on you.' It is more of a proactive
supporter thing saying 'Look how
many of you are doing a good job,
'lets keep that up'," said Maurer.
"Based on campus surveys, the
number of students who can accu-
rately pick the correct Wooster
norm has increased greatly, so
they're-- getting it," said Maurer.
"They are making good choices
about drugs and alcohol."
In k-- t v ck's issue, in the News section, staff writec
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Around the Corner
Friday, Sept. 26
Late Night at Acres of Fun,
11 p.m. to 1a.m.
Mateer Movie: "Matrix
Reloaded," 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, Sept 27
Late Night at Scot Lanes, 9
p.m. to 1 a.m.
Mateer Movie: "Matrix
Reloaded," 7:30 p.m.
Sunday, Sept. 28
Shuttle: Lodi Trip, 12 p.m.
to 6 p.m.
Monday, Sept. 29
Student presentation about
Medical Humanitarian
Internships in Mexico and
Belize from 7-- 8 ;30 p.m. in
Severance 009. Sponsored by
the Lilly Project and Pre-Heal- th
Advising. For further
information, contact Thomas
Tierney, ext. 2153, ttier-neywooster.e- du.
Help needed in libraries
The Gault and Andrews
libraries are seeking comput-
er consultants strong techni-
cal experience and excellent
personal skills are crucial.
This is a paying position.
Please contact Andy
Busch, Library Electronic
Services Intern (x2608) for
more information.
' ; v a con:
Viewpoints
Represents the opinion of the
Yellow bikes gladly welcomed back
In a year where a lot seems to be going wrong at Wooster (e-ma-il,
electricity, etc.) the bike program bears ballyhooing for the wonder-
ful job it has done so far.
Following the philosophy "my bike is your bike," new bikes have
been added to the small stock of last year. Not only have numbers
been increased; maintenence has followed suit. Thus, the College,
now has more bikes that work better. Perhaps other areas of the cam-
pus would do well to follow such a formula, adding equipment with-
out sacrificing service.
With well-maintain- ed bikes conveniently spread across campus,
the bike program has come into its own as a campus service. We just
hope they have had the forethought to plan for winter with chains to
fit bike tires when the snow starts sailing and ice invades Wooster.
Applause for the Service Center
The rooms, houses and apartments that serve as living spaces for
the majority of Wooster students can most often be found in good
repair, admittedly lacking some amenities but not at the same time
sacrificing function. We at the Voice applaud the service center for
fixing the essential as well as the trifling: that screen door with the
hole in it that allows mosquitoes entry; that burnt-o- ut bathroom light
bulb which forces you to use the restroom in the dark after the sun
goes down; or that hornet's nest under the gutter. Thanks for under-
standing that the little things matter if you live with them everyday.
It would be easy to neglect the problems, dismissing them as unim-
portant or not pressing needs, but, from our experience, the service
center has been prompt and enthusiastic about taking care of student
living areas.
Studies suggest that one's living environment has a direct effect on
their ability to learn. We cheer the men and women at the service
center for not allowing insignificant malfunctions to turn into
major annoyances.
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Gore calls for A&Q support
Look around you right now. No
doubt, you are sitting here reading
this editorial in a roomful of peo-
ple. Maybe you are eating a meal,
relaxing after a hard day of class-
es or perhaps in cass itself. If you
are alone, go look out the window.
See those people walking to class?
Count 10 of them. Chances are,
one of those 10 are lesbian, gay,
bisexual or transgender. Chances
are, you've seen that person
before. And on a campus this size,
you probably have sat beside him
or her in class, had conversations
about your favorite movie and are
even friends with them. The fact
is, Wooster has a growing and
dynamic queer community, and it
is time that the College takes
notice of that.
The LGBT community in
Wooster is severely lacking in a
major way they have no
resource center. There is no one
for students to turn to when they
are in need. Yes, the campus com-
munity has Allies and Queers, a
peer group that hosts all of the
events on campus, but that is
not enough.
Allies and Queers is a wonder-
ful organization, but they do not
have the resources that are neces-
sary to help those who have ques-
tions and need a safe place to
speak out and receive those
answers. Students who are having
Student questions scot safety
To the editors,
I don't know about anybody
else, but I'm a little less than
thrilled with the new printer and
computer changes here at
Wooster. My biggest issue, how-
ever, has nothing to do with the
sweeping changes made by an
unseen authority that transformed
dorm computer labs into dorrrf
rooms for students or even with
the fact that printing a paper
entails hopping from the Wired
Scot to Andrews Library to Taylor
to find a "working" printer.
I do, however, want to talk
about a change that is directly
related to our new computer and
printing system. For those of us
who don't have a personal com
issues with their sexuality are
often confused and unsure. They
do not always want to be known,
or talk to other students about
their problems. A trained profes-
sional is necessary not only to
help these students but also to
facilitate a dialogue with the cam
pus communi-
ty and spread
awareness.
If you have
ever attended
an Allies and
Queers meet-
ing,sarahcore you will
quickly see
that exciting things are happening
among the students who are
involved in the program. Two
years ago, they changed their
name in an effort to create a more
modern and positive image of
their group. They have created an
annual dance called "Gayla," and
ran the "Five Days of Gays" last
year, all in an effort to promote
awareness. Yet they are being
held back.
Allies and Queers does not have
the funds necessary to run all of
the events that they want to,
because their group was never
designed to support an entire com-
munity. They were designed to
create a friendly and safe atmos-
phere for peer support, yet they
find that they are over-stretche- d,
puter, or who aren't blessed with a
laptop to take to a study area other
than our room, the Wired Scot is
our only option after 1 am. Any
student who has I.S. to work on
knows that access to a quiet.
Last time I checked, my
life wasn't worth a five to
seven page paper.
accessible computer space is cru-
cial in the late hours of the night.
Yet, in order for a student to enter
Lowry after one, he or she has to
go down the dark, barely-l- it back
stairs toward the Lowry patio.
Not so safe. Add to the poor
trying to raise awareness on cam-
pus, promote tolerance of sexual
differences, and provide educa-
tional resources. With all that
they are doing as an activist
group, Allies and Queers is unable
to bring all of their ideas to
fruition, let alone counsel con-
fused college students who need a
private place to find themselves.
With a resource center, the
LGBT community will finally be
able to adequately provide every-
thing from mental and sexual
health awareness to a "safe zone"
for students. They will also be
able to do the events they have
been dreaming of, such as pro-
grams like the national T-Sh- irt
Project (http:www.finebyme.org)
their latest idea that was denied by
the Student Government
Association this year because of
budget issues.
'.Other groups on campus have
resource centers, such as the
Women's Resource Center. A
center for the lesbian, gay, bisexu-
al and transgender community on
this campus has become a necessi-
ty as well, and it is time for the
College to recognize that need and
do something about it.
Sarah Core is the Associate
Editorof the Voice. She can be
reached for comments at
scorewooster.edu
lighting, the late hours and you
have an equation for trouble. As a
female, I feel a little less than safe
tramping around the dim rear
steps of Lowry. The entrance
should be well lit at the very least.
Last time I checked, my
life wasn't worth a five to
seven page paper.
I read last week in
the Voice that forcible
sex offenses and bur-gla- ry
are at a low-i- f we
want to keep it that way, I
suggest we- - make access to
computers and printers safer
before we have time to regret
the current arrangement.
- Jessica Keath '05
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student's concerns
The purpose of this column is to
address the issues raised by John
M. Muir in his letter last week
regarding the publishing stan
dards of the
Voice. In par-
ticular, you
scolded us for
our decision to
print a small
letter from
mattfoulds Dave Tarbell
'04 which
included a few words you found
to be offensive. Though you neg-
lected to focus on the purpose of
Tarbell 's letter, you did not hesi-
tate to remind us numerous times
of the unprofessional and childish
nature of our decision to publish
such words. Though I understand
how seeing these words in the
paper may be shocking, I must
respectfully disagree with you
in regards to the validity of our
decision to print them.
To look at the letter in the most
base of terms, it fit perfectly into
the purpose of the Viewpoints sec-
tion. It was written by a student,
and it represented his opinion
regarding something that IS a
campus issue. I'm sure that it has
come to your attention at least
once that the college has faced a
number of problems within the
last few years with women being
accosted or harassed sexually
while on campus. I myself can
remember at least five occur-
rences within my time here.
Dave Tarbell's letter addressed
just that problem.
As I would hope that any reader
would have noticed, Tarbell did
not use those words himself.
Instead he simply recounted them
from what he witnessed; that
being a car filled with a number of
unidentified men who yelled the
profanities at a group of women
who were walking along the road.
Had he used those words in an
attempt to emphasize a point he
was making then indeed, it would
have been unprofessional for us to
print them. That, however was not
the case. Tarbell did not include
a single profanity in his own
response to the event he wit-
nessed. His letter, though
admittedly concise, did ade-
quately detail his own feelings
regarding the disgusting nature
of such actions.
To me, the anger surrounding
the printing of Tarbell's article
represents a greater problem as a
whole that this campus seems to
be experiencing. Rather than get-
ting our hands somewhat dirty by
tackling a difficult and potentially
offensive issue we shy away from
it for fear of either offending peo-
ple, or heaven forbid, receiving
some amount of backlash to the
unenviable means through which
we approach it. Would it have
been better to simply not make
light of a problem that is obvious-
ly worth writing about? Should
we simply not address the issue of
women being showered with pro-
fanities while they walk to class or
their dorms out of a fear of print-
ing the very words that make the
issue so pressing. Would Tarbell's
letter have said nearly as much if
those words were left out? One
can only grasp the disgusting
nature of the whole scene when
it is clear exactly what was said.
You said in your letter that our
purpose as a newspaper is "to pro-
vide a voice for the thousands of
people who are part of this col-
lege." Isn't that exactly what was
done? It's not exactly the easiest
thing for a female to report an
incident of harassment such as
Editorial Policy
The Voice encourages all letters to the editors. Letters must
include a telephone number, and they must be received by 5
pjn. on Monday for Friday publication. Electronic submissions
via e-m- ail are encouraged (voicewooster.edu). The staff asks
that letters be limited to 500 words. Some letters may not be
printed. The Voice reserves the right to hold and grammatical-
ly proof any letter which it receives.
that. It's embarrassing, and as stat-
ed, there is a fear of backlash.
How could we not print a letter
that addressed something which is
in fact very related to the lives of
more than fifty percent of our stu-
dents? But maybe you're right, we
could've just put an ad in the
space of Tarbell's letter, that's
much more pressing to the cam-
pus community, or at least a little
less offensive.
To sum it up as simply as
possible, the printing of Dave
Tarbell's letter was not our
attempt to flex, some sort of
First Amendment muscle. We
saw the issue that Tarbell
addressed as something that is
in
.
fact very pertinent to the
members of this campus. In
printing the letter, we hoped for
a response, either assent or dis-
sent, and that is exactly what
we got. Though I would have
liked the discussion to move in
a different direction, it did not.
Regardless, I will not apologize
for our section's decision to
print those two pieces of pro- - i
fanity. If a few people must be I
offended to make light of a j
problem affecting the women '
of this campus, then so be it.
Matt Foulds is the co-edit- or of
the Viewpoints section. He can be
reached for comment regarding his
column at MFouldsWooster.edu.
Disabilities article
cause ofquestions
To the editors,
.
1 want to applaud The Voice-fo- r
the recent front-pag- e article
addressing accessibility needs
on campus.
In the pajst, I found the Voice
to be somewhat ignorant, to the
concerns of students with disabil-
ities and I am excited to see a
new awareness forming. I
remember an article from last
spring that talked about making
"Kauke accessible to wheel-
chairs." Such language only adds
to the invisibility of people with
disabilities. Kauke Hall doesn't
need to be accessible for wheel-
chairs, but rather for people who
use wheelchairs.
I also recall such phrases as
"needing to comply with handi-
cap regulations." Comply has
such a negative connotation. It
implies that making buildings
accessible is something we have
to do instead of something we
want to do. Hopefully last week's
attention to accessibility con-
cerns marks a new discourse on
disabilities for the Voice and our
campus community at large.
THt CUJ
That said, I would like to bring
to your attention two noticeable
omissions from the recent article. ,
First, I found it odd that in an
article focusing on the concerns
of students with disabilities there
were no quotes or interviews
with any students with disabili-
ties. Sure, administrators have
things to say on the matter, but as
in most cases, students have a
different and distinct point of
view. Without that student voice,
the issue of invisibility is once
again reflected.
Second, I am bothered with the
assumptions from the article that
accommodations are only a need
of students with limited mobility.
People with many different types
of disabilities, including sight or
hearing loss, are all guaranteed
reasonable accommodations under
the Americans with Disabilities
Act. In future articles on the sub-
ject I would like both the voice of
the student body and the diversi-
ty found in the disability commu-
nity to be addressed.
Kelly O'Donnell '05
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Meet andEat offers opportunityfor social expansion
Elizabeth Yuko
Features Editor
After braving the grill line,
you set your tray down at your
usual table for lunch at Lowry
with virtually the same people
you have been eating with since
freshman year. While you enjoy
spending time your friends, you
glance around the room, per-
haps at a few individuals in par-
ticular that you would especial-
ly like to meet, and wish there
was a way to meet them without
looking creepy. sf
Now, thanks to Sarah SiebeK.
and Rachel Cole '04s, that oppor-
tunity is just an e-m- ail away.
After realizing that Wooster
students might need help from
an outside source to initiate
such a mealtime rendezvous,
Siebert and Cole founded a new
service on campus called Meet
and Eat, which randomly pairs
people wishing to expand their
social repertoire.
"We all have that person - that
one person that we would like to
meet," Cole explained.
Ohio Women's Hall of Fame
David Kozak
Staff Writer
Ranked as one of Ohio's finest
females, former Wooster profes-
sor Yvonne Williams will be
among the new inductees in the
Ohio Women's Hall of Fame.
Women who have received
this honor in the past have done
so by making a substantial con-
tribution to the world, and
Williams is certainly no excep-
tion to this rule.
Never restrained by color
boundaries, Williams was only
the second black women to be
admitted to Harvard Law School.
She then designed and founded
the Black Studies Program at the
College of Wooster, a task she
declines full credit for.
"I give great credit to the insti-
tution and the faculty here at the
college," Williams said. "Former
Students simply e-m- ail their
name, e-m- ail address and exten-
sion to Siebert, who randomly
puts them into pairs and notifies
the students of their lunch partner
each Friday. Each week Siebert
will put the students into differ-
ent pairs, so that by the end of the
semester there is a opportunity to
meet several other people on
campus that students normally
would not initiate contact with on
their own.
"It's such an easy way to meet
someone with different perspec-
tives," Cole said.
Cole compares the process to a
dating service, only refers to it as
a "friending service."
"I wouldn't object if I met my
soul mate," Siebert said, "but
that's not the intent."
Siebert and Cole got the idea
while eating lunch together one
day, and noticed how many peo-
ple they actually did not know.
They also realized that most stu-
dents meet their close friends
either through where they lived
freshman year, or through par-
ticipating in an activity like a
President J. Garber-Drush- al and
Academic Dean Fred Cropp
were adamant about implement- -
. . ...
...M. - J
Yvonne Williams
Black Studies and
Political Science Emerita
(Photo courtesy of OPI)
ing Black Studies into the cur-
riculum. Drushal had a vision
which I shared for Black
sport or band.
Meet and Eat is like an
extracurricular activity without
the activity, allowing students to
: -'-
- I
Sarah Siebert '04 and Rachel Cole '04 pose as they eat lunch in Lowry
the place they came up with Meet and Eat. (Photo by Lauren Lipps)
randomly meet, much like most
situations of freshman year. N
"Why should Dave Brown
determine who your friends are?"
Studies to become available to
the students.,"
It should be noted that at
that time, Black Studies was
somewhat controversial, mak-
ing William's work all the
more important. She headed
the department for 17 years,
serving on numerous elected
faculty committees.
Following this she served as
the Dean of Faculty from 1989-199- 3
and in the process worked
with faulty members and fellow
administrative personnel to
design a curriculum that would
better benefit the education of
the students.
Her expertise at the careful
construction of curricular pro-
grams has brought her national
recognition as a consultant.
Despite these accomplish-
ments, Williams has always
regarded Black Studies as her
Cole questioned.
Because Meet and Eat does not
require funding, it is not consid-
ered an organization, but simply
'V i J
a service, according to Siebert
arid Cole.
"We share such a vision for it,"
Siebert added. "The absolute best
inducts Woo prof
most vital contribution.
"Black Studies has histori-
cally been absent from acade-mi- a
which is a shame,"
Williams explained.
"It gives students a chance to
explore the struggles and experi-
ences of blacks from the per-
spective of blacks themselves,
which is important," she added.
In addition to work with
Black Studies, Williams would
like to be remembered for what
outcome would be if, years down
the road, a publication of the
Wooster alumni magazine would
come out about best friends who
met in Meet and Eat."
Siebert and Cole especially
urge juniors and seniors who
may be in more of a rut when it
comes to friends than first-yea- rs
and sophomores to take part in
the service.
"You always hear people say
that they wish they would have
met someone freshman year - this
gives them an opportunity to meet
new people again," Cole said.
The only efforts students need
to make, Cole explained, is to e-m- ail
Sarah and set up meetings
with their lunch partner.
"Wooster is such a rich envi-
ronment," Siebert said. "So many
people have so much to offer."
To participate in Meet and Eat,
e-m- ail your name, e-m- ail address
and extension to Sarah Siebert at
ssiebertwooster.edu. Sign-u- p
on or before Oct. 16 to partici-
pate in the first week ofMeet and
Eat. You can remove yourself
from the service at any time..
she has given to her students.
She regards the encouragement
of students to persistently fol-
low their goals and beliefs as
an essential product of the
learning process.
One would be hard-press- ed to
find someone who came in con-
tact with Yvonne Williams who
didn't have a kind word to say,
least of which being Professor of
continued on page 7
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WCF ventures to
Erin Cook
Staff Writer
This past weekend, 25 stu-
dents and three staff members
piled into cars and headed off to
inner-cit-y Cleveland, as a func-
tion of Wooster Christian
Fellowship (WCF).
With the help of Mindy
Jenkins, '97, who now works
with InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship, WCF was able to
stay at Nueva Luz, New Light
Community Church of the
Nazarene, an inner-cit-y bilingual
church located on the west side
of Cleveland.
Pastor Andy Anderson, one of
two founders of Nueva Luz, has
worked with InterVarsity groups
for three years now, letting them
sleep in his apartment and
church, and welcoming them to
inner-cit-y Cleveland.
COMING
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students take an Urban Dip
inner-city Clevelandfor the weekend to minister and learn
His passion for working with
urban churches has opened many
doors for the church, including
hosting block club meet
ings witn residents or the
area as well as city officials
and police officers, a
Saturday kid's church and a
compassion outreach for
HIV patients.
The theme of this week-
end's Urban Dip was to dis-
cuss
--jthe Christian's role in
racial reconciliation and fix-
ing social injustice.
Students all agreed that the
reason for the trip wasn't
just because it was the
"right" thing to do; it was
the fulfillment of the Gospel
and what Jesus called each A
of them to do.
Saturday morning, sever
al groups went across
Cleveland to do different work
OUT DAY
OCTOBER 8th
Coming out Is a journey,
not a destination.
projects. One group went to
Laura's House, a transitional
home for homeless women and
r k-- vkjft---- -;
Future Home of
Art House Inc.
216.398.8556
Brooklyn
group of Wooster students take a break from their hard work in inner-cit- y
Cleveland during last weekend's Urban Dip. (Photo courtesy of Erin Cook)
their children, and did landscap-
ing. Another group went to the
Art House, a non-prof- it organiza-
tion that provides art classes to
children across the community,
91 per cent whose families are
below the poverty level.
That gipup was able to leam
more about the different ministries
there and also did landscaping.
"It was inspirational to see the
founder of the Art House with her
dedication and passion for help-
ing the children and bringing all .
art forms to their lives," Kristin
Stroble '07 said. "I'm excited to
go back with a group of people to
volunteer again."
Other groups went to the
Ronald McDonald House and
downtown to other sites.
That evening, the groups gath-
ered together in a local park with
plenty of pizza for themselves
and for whoever was in the park
that evening. It was a chance to
get to know the people of
Cleveland and become closer as
a group.
"The weekend was amazing,"
Andrea Ragsdale '06 said. "I'd
done week-lon- g mission trips in
the summer with my youth
group, but in one weekend I was
able to learn about myself as
well as the others in the chapter,
' i- - '. a.
- - r x .
and I feel like it brought us clos-
er together and closer to God in
less than 72 hours."
Brooklyn Centte
Sunday morning, the groups
divided once again to attend three
different churches across the city.
Several people stayed at Nuevo
Luz to attend the bi-ling- ual serv-
ice, some went to Mount Sinai
Baptist Church, a 99 percent
African-America- n church, while
others went to Scran ton Baptist,
which is approximately 50 per-
cent Caucasian and 50 percent
other races. Each church gave the
members in WCF an opportunityjo understand the feeling of being
a minority in a church setting. .
"I met some first-yea- rs and had
some amazing conversations. My
comfort zone is always stretched
when I'm in a new place. My
horizons were broadened through
interactions with local residents,"
Becky Young '05 said.
Young said that although she
has done service before, she has
never done anything like working
in an inner-cit- y.
"It was a nice break from cam-
pus and work," Ragsdale said.
"Being able to serve was a great
experience and opportunity."
MATSOS
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Yvonne Williams
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Music and Black Studies
Josephine Wright.
Having been a colleague and
personal friend of Williams,
Wright isn't surprised at her
friend's induction into the Ohio
Women's Hall of Fame.
"I think Yvonne has all of the
qualities required to be induct-
ed," Wright said. "She is a
scholar and a distinguished
administrator who has devoted
a great deal of time to the com-
munity, and to activism and
civil activism. Her integrity,
loyalty, vision and dedication
to her work sets her apart from
the rest."
After retiring from Wooster in
2000, Williams has since been
recognized as the inaugural
recipient of the Hampton and
Esther Boswell Distinguished
University Professorship at
DePauw University, as a
result of her work to help the
school develop a curriculum
in Black Studies.
Williams has won many
awards, statewide and nationally,
as well as being a part of numer-
ous prestigious boards and
organizations. However, belong-
ing to the Ohio Women's Hall of
Fame is a special accomplish-
ment for her.
"I have never received this
level of recognition and am par-
ticularly pleased that they felt
my work with -- Black Studies
worthy," Williams said.
This marks the third member
of the Ohio Women's Hall of
Fame to come from Wooster.
Past inductees include Viola
Startzman, a former director of
the student health center as well
as Maria Sexton, longtime coach
and teacher in the physical edu-
cation department.
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Entertainment
Poet expresses faith through writing
Kara Barney
A&E Editor
With this story, the Arts and
Entertainment sections concludes
its series of profiles of members
of the College of Wooster arts
community. This week, we focus
on Lindsay Bye '04, a poet.
For Lindsay Bye, as for most
poets, poetry goes well beyond
simple words on a page. Bye's
poetry stems from something
deeper, something spiritual, and
is inexorably connected to her
faith and religious beliefs.
Bye has, in some sense, always
been a poet. Her interest in poet-
ry began long before she came to
the College of Wooster. "I was
always writing something," she
said, "Mostly it's just been per-
sonal experience and journaling
and trying to find a way to throw
my emotions somewhere. And
eventually, they regularly
started to end up on paper in
the form of poetry."
Bye prefers poetry as a medi-
um because she finds it less con-
fining than creative fiction. "To
me, emotion and truth are messy
and I feel like it's easier to work
things out through a poem," she
said. Bye writes everyday, and
always carries a thick spiral note-
book with her so that she can
write anywhere and at anytime.
Most of Bye's poems are actu-
ally prayers through which she
expresses her frustrations, asks
questions, and challenges God.
"A lot of times I get answers
back while I'm writing. It's
kind of a method of thought pro-
cessing. It's a time when I can
focus in the midst of the, chaos
that goes on in every day life." ;
Recently, however, much of
Byet's poetry has been influ-
enced by the six-we- ek mission
trip she took to Novokuznetsk,
Siberia in Eastern Russia this
Cabin Fever
(1:00)10:25iZEnm i El Pirates of the Caribbean
4:00, 7:00
Dickie Roberts: Former
Child Star
(1 :40) 4:40. 7:40, 1050
The Rundown
(1:30) 4:30, 7:25,10:10
past summer, an experience
that changed her life. She
spent a lot of time in Russia
writing and felt that she not
only learned a lot about
Russian culture, but also about
writing and about how to bet-
ter tap into and express her
emotions and experiences.
"God used this to summer to
teach me a lot," she said. "Before,
I feel like a lot of what I was writ-
ing was really superficial. I think
we lie to ourselves and gloss
Lindsey Bye '04 works on her poetry outside ofLowry. Bye always car-
ries a notebook with her so she can write whenever she is inspired. She
is currently compiling work for her Senior I.S., which she describes as
an "anthology ofpraise." (Photo By Caroline Hotra)
things over. We never get into the
really amazing things or the
really hard things that most peo-
ple don't like to talk about. I feel
like I encountered truth in a way
this summer. I began to see life .
differently and started to be more
truthful with myself about how I
was feeling, and I think that
. leads to better writing."
Bye, an English major, not only
writes poetry, but she spends sig-
nificant amount of time reading it
as well. For her Junior I.S. she
Cold Creek Manor The Fighting
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Matchstick Men (1:05) 4:05, 6:55, 9:45
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Editors: Kara Barney Elizabeth Weiss
studied the works of the seventeen-
th-century poet George
Herbert. "A lot of people don't
like poetry, and a lot of people
especially don't like seventeenth-centur- y
poetry. But I think it gave
me a platform for thinking about
different styles of writing. I .
ended up studying Herbert
because I personally identified
with a lot of what he says."
Lately, she has also been study-
ing a lot of contemporary Russian
poetry, and she counts among her
favorite poets the Russians Annah
Akhmatova and Boris Pasternak.
Bye plans to compile a book of
poetry for her Senior I.S., which
she describes as "an anthology of
praise." It was a difficult decision
to make however, because in the
past she has been hesitant to share
her intensely personal works,
which fill over 25 journals. The
book will consist of approximate-
ly 40 to 50 poems, most of which
will be based on poems she began
in Russia and all of which will
reflect the extent to which she
has recently been challenged in
her faith.
"My life kind of flipped upside
down this past year and I've had
to ask myself not just 'Do I
believe this?' but 'Do I believe
this enough to leave other
things behind?'"
Bye is also hoping to include
within the book prints of
paintings she's completed "with
poems superimposed over them,
as well as a CD of songs she's
written the lyrics for. Bye stress-
es that her I.S. will not be the
"memoirs of a 21 --year old," but
rather a "memory of how God
brought her through" the difficult
past year in her life.
While poetry will always be a
part of Bye's life, she is not plan-
ning on pursuing it as a career
after graduation. Instead, she
hopes to complete full-tim- e mis-
sion work, in cities or "urban min-
istry," first in the United States
and then perhaps abroad, maybe
even in Russia.
"Spending my summer in
Russia really changed my per-
ception of social justice and of
poverty: I want to live intention-
ally. I want something that
addresses what I believe, not a
surface level faith, but a faith
enough to step out and affect the
world in a different way.
Comfortable is nice, but I don't
think that's how we grow and how
we affect change in the world."
And certainly, through both
her spirituality and her poetry.
Bye will have quite an effect.
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Theatre majors explore innovative ideas in I.S.
Danny George
Chief Staff Writer
If the old maxim is true, and
all good things come in threes,
then fans of fine theater should
be sure to circle Oct. 3 and 4
on their calendars.
On those two evenings, a tri-
umvirate of College seniors
Conine Brush, Laura Jeanne
Cerniglia and Adam Van
Wagoner will be taking the
stage in Shoolroy Theater to pres-
ent their Independent Study pro-
ductions, entitled The Acting
Recitals, which promise to be
provocative and challenging, if
not slightly offensive.
"What I can say is that each of
the three performances will be an
interesting exploration into the
ways that an audience can be
manipulated," said Assistant
Professor of Theater, Shirley
Huston-Findle- y, who has worked,
in part, with each performer.
The recitals, which will
commence at 8:15 p.m. each
evening, give the three aspiring,
thespians an opportunity to
flesh out their independent
research in front of a live
44Matchstick Men55
Chaz Fischer
Asst. Features Editor
Roy (Nicolas Cage), the central "
character of the movie
"Matchstick Men," is an obsessive-co-
mpulsive con artist who
gets physically sick if someone
walks- - on his carpet wearing
shoes. He is fixated on a number
of problems which prevent him
from being happy. At one point,
he even tells his psychiatrist that
he contemplated suicide, but
decided not to follow through
because it would mess up his car-
pet. The irony is that even though
he is obsessive-compulsiv- e, Roy
is able to overlook the vices relat-
ed to his profession and is
ambivalent throughout most of
the movie about what he wants in
his life. What he does know, how
audience. Performances will
range anywhere from 15 to 30
minutes. Children are dis-
couraged from attending due
to the confrontational nature
of the material.
Cerniglia's performance, which
draws upon Irving Goffman's
"selfhood theory", is concerned
with the multi-facet- ed nature of
human identity how we drift
quite seamlessly between differ-
ent personae based on varying
contextual expectations.
"We use roles to protect
ourselves from letting our true
selves be exposed roles hin-
der and control what we are,"
said Cerniglia.
"So throughout my perform-
ance I become increasingly more
vulnerable; I lose layers of cloth-
ing, my movements and words
become more loose and free
with expression."
Tinkering with the conventions
of theater, Cerniglia will incorpo-
rate a projection screen into her
performance which will flash
alternative texts while she is per-
forming her monologue. This
maneuver, she hopes,
will establish a greater intimacy
ever, is that he should shut and
open a door three times whenev-
er he approaches it.
The movie weaves in and out
of Roy's career as a con- - m
man with his partner,
Frank (Sam Mercer), and
Roy's relationship with first
his daughter, Angela
(Alison Lohman). Frank
and Roy work a scam man
together, manipulating all
their victims with contest
prizes and other suspect
plots. When Roy begins seeing a
psychiatrist in order to get med-
ication for his disorder, Roy real-
izes that part of the reason he is
miserable is because he never
knew whether his ex-wi- fe had a
child 14 years prior. When he
finds out that he has a daughter,
he comes to the realization that
Wooster Voice
between actor and audience.
"My piece is very personal, and
the people in the audience will
become authentically involved,
so much so that they may end
up being threatened in the
end," she said.
Brush's piece is admittedly a
more traditional form of theater.
She will be performing three
ancient Greek monologues
two written by Euripides and one
by the playwright Aeschylus.
The monologues explore the
treatment of women in ancient
Greece, and deconstruct the
notion of women as docile
and submissive.
"Preparing for the show is a bit
nerve-racking- ," said Brush.
"But I've been learning the
lines throughout the summer
and I've honed my acting
skills over the last couple of
weeks, so I'm both excited and
nervous to be performing."
Van Wagoner's performance,
entitled "A .Gaggle of Saints,"
deals with the theme of alienation
and tampers with the boundaries
of theatrical convention.
"I don't want to give away too
much, but I will be presenting a
Movie Review
entertaining and
maybe this is what has been
missing in his life. This intro-
duces a new story into an already
developing plot, and it works
"Cage carries this movie from the
frame to the last, portraying a
nervous and emotionally disturbed
becoming what he aspires to be
along."
really well. This is not a story
about a heist or about Roy's dis-
covering his daughter, but a story
about Roy's transformation from
an uptight con man into a father.
Director Ridley Scott, whose
resume includes films such as
"Gladiator," "Black Hawk
Down" and "Alien," is able to
Corrine Brush '04 rehearses for her Senior I.S. acting recital, one of
three recitals which will be presented at Shoolroy Theatre on Oct. 3 and
4. (Photo By Jeremy Hohertz)
scenario in which a couple is
telling stories about their anniver?
sary," he said. "I want to use the-
ater as an alienating device; I want
to keep the audience guessing; I
want them to slip into disillusion."
According to Ansley Valentine,
assistant professor of theater,
those in attendance can expect to
be challenged, as well as enter-
tained. "I believe audiences can
expect some innovative work as
recreate the tension and anxieties
that Roy feels by speeding up and
slowing down the action on-
screen, all the while creating an
atmosphere
that com-
plements
Cage' s
Scott
implements
techniques
throughout
: the film
that bring the audience into Roy's
perspective.
One memorable scene takes
place when Roy is laying in a hos-
pital bed with a concussion. As he
looks at two detectives that are
standing before him, they appear
distorted, as does their speech. It
would seem overdone in most
f J
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well as intellectually stimulating
productions. They are a group of
talented performers and have had
to prove themselves in other pro-
ductions before gaining the right
fto perform I.S.," he said.
Free tickets for the two per-
formances can be obtained at the
Box Office in Freedlander begin-
ning on Monday, Sept. 30. For
more information, contact the
Box Office at ext. 2241.
well-acted
movies, but in the case of this
film, the audience is supposed to
see everything through Roy, and
in that respect, it fits perfectly.
Considering that he is such an
eccentric character, it is funny
that Roy eventually wins the
audience over.
"Matchstick Men" is a well-craft- ed
story that is filled with
amazing performances. Cage's
performance is especially
impressive. Cage carries this
movie from the first frame to the
last, portraying a nervous and
emotionally disturbed man
becoming what he aspires to be
all along: a man living a normal,
happy life. I highly recommend
this movie to anyone who is
looking for a unique film that is
not only a joy to watch, but deft-
ly crafted throughout. :
Sports
Sports Boxers
National Football
League Update
What is wrong with the
Eagles, Rams, Raiders and
Packers? All four teams were
supposed to be Super Bowl con-
tenders, but instead they stand a
combined 3-- 8.
McNabb
looks lost in
Philly. He
has played
his career
there without
ericshipe
any weapons
on offense,
but this is the first time it has
affected his play. Faulk is out
for a month and the Rams could
be disappointing again this year.
Mike Martz is the worst coach
in football as far as I am con-
cerned. The guy just flat-o- ut
sucks.
The Raiders are old and, both
Tim Brown and Jerry Rice are
struggling to get open and make
catches dragging their canes
around. The Packers can only go
as far as Brett Favre's arm will
take them. He has not played
well since the end of the regular
season last year, and it looks
like this might be his last year.
My prediction is that none of
these teams will make the play-
offs this year, and need to start
rebuilding with younger players.
Are the Seahawks, Broncos,
Vikings, Chiefs and Colts Super
Bowl contenders? All five of
these teams enter the weekend
undefeated. However, the
Vikings have not played a good
team yet. They play in the worst
division in football and will
make the playoffs easily, but as
far as the Super Bowl, they are
still a few defensive players
away. The Colts are 'also loaded
offensively, but the team chem-
istry has never been right in big
games. Even the idiot kicker gets
wasted and runs his mouth about
how Peyton Manning does not
play well in big games. As for
teams that have a good shot at
the Super Bowl, the Chiefs and
Broncos are playing the best
football out of anyone right now.
They run the ball better than
anyone, and with Holmes and
Portis, they generate problems
for any defense. The Seahawks
are also loaded on offense, espe-
cially at the skilled positions.
Alexander is coming into his
own as one of the best backs in
football and the passing game is
starting to explode with receivers
Koren Robinson and Darryl
Jackson. The only question
mark is whether the D can hold
up all season. For my Super
Bowl prediction I think the Bills
will beat the Bucs, but it is so
wide open this year that any-
thing can happen.
What does the future hold
for the Browns? Justin Journay
called a Browns win last
weekend and it happened, so
go ask him (unless of course
you happen to be a female). All
females are welcome to ask me
anything (football related or not).
Anyway, the Browns will be
fine. The defense is youngand
will get better as the season
goes. I do not see another
Jamal Lewis like performance
coming anytime soon. The
problem is that they play a
brutal schedule. Look .for them
to finish around 9-- 7 and hope-
fully squeak into the playoffs.
Where do they find these people?
"Football isn't a contact sport, it's a col-
lision sport. Dancing is a contact sport."
--Duffy Daugherty
Football
Jennifer Eklund
Staff Writer
After a thrilling win against
Hope College in their first game
of the season, the Fighting Scot
football team had a bye week last
weekend. However, rather than
resting on their laurels, the Scots
used their week off to thoroughly
prepare for the first away game of
the season against the Bethany
College Bison. Against Bethany,
the Scots proved that despite a
week away from the field, their
skills, talent, determination, and
drive to win were anything but
rusty as they left West Virginia
with a 69-- 7 win.
Offensively, Tony Sutton '05
continued to roll over opponents.
Sutton collected 295 total yards,
including 193 rushing yards on IS
carries and an 88-ya- rd punt return
in the fourth quarter for one of his
four touchdowns of the game.
Sutton, who broke onto the
Division III football scene last
year against Bethany, was able to
repeat his success in part thanks to
powerful performances by the
offensive linemen. The O-lin- e,
including Matt Jackson 'OS in his
first game back atcenter after
recovering from a preseason knee
injury, opened up tremendous
holes for Sutton and the rest of the
Scot running game and kept
Bethany's defense in check, allow-
ing quarterback Justin Schafer '07
to open up the passing game.
Schafer connected on 8 of 12 pass-
es for 127 yards and two touch-
downs in the game.
The Scots took control of the
game from the very beginning and
never relinquished their hold on the
Bison. Joe Pavlich '05 grabbed an
interception in the first quarter to
set up one of the Scots three touch-
downs of that period. Sutton
rushed into the end zone twice in
the first quarter alone, and Schafer
connected with Dan Steck '04 on a
six yard touchdown pass to put the
Scots ahead 21-- 0 at the end of the
first In the second quarter it was
more of the same, as the offense
continued to roll and produced a
35-- 0 lead by halftime. lob
Hooper '04 scored his second
touchdown of the season and Rusty
Miller '04 and Kevin Williams
10
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continues to roll
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.
O
'07 each scored their first career
touchdowns for the Scots, asi
Wooster showed Bethany just how
deep its offensive talent is this sea-
son. Also noteworthy was the per-
formance of kicker Richie
McNally '05, who tied the single-gam- e
record and surpassed the
school career mark for successful
extra-poi- nt kicks, with nine
against Bethany and 80 in his
career thus far.
Defensively, the Scots improved
upon their performance against
f ' 'g
y .w
Jr.'
Tim Cline '05 led the Scot defense in
Bethany. (Courtesy ofOPI)
Hope, giving up only 149 total
yards and seven first downs. This
was a stark contrast to the Scots'
494 yards of total offense against
the Bison, including 367 on the
ground. The Scot defense held
Bethany to a shutout until late in
the fourth quarter, and even man-
aged to outscore the Bison offense
thanks to two interceptions that
were returned for scores. Kevin
Rooker '04 and Brian Kight '05
each scored six for the Scots in the
second and third quarters, respec-
tively. Rooker brought his first
career interception for a touchdown
in from 19 yards out, while Kight
intercepted and scored from 28
yards. Leaders in tackles against
the Bison included Tim Cline '05
with ten, Rooker with eight, and
Brad Michel '06 with six.
The Scots face a tough test on
Saturday in Cleveland as they trav-
el to take on the Case Western
Reserve University Spartans at 1
p.m. This game is important both
historically and currently; the win-
ner of the WoosterCase game
claims ownership of the Baird
Brothers Trophy. This trophy, a
gold fishing stringer with carved
brass fish hanging from it, has been
passed back and forth since 1984.
tackles at Saturday 's game against
It is a nod to brothers Bill and Bob
Baird, who taught at Wooster and
Case respectively and shared a love
for fishing. Each year, the winning
team adds an engraved brass fish to
the trophy. The Baird Brothers
Trophy received recognition from
Sports Illustrated in 1995 as one of
the most unusual trophies in col-
lege football rivalries, but its
importance is never overlooked
simply because of its odd design.
In addition, the showdown between
the Scots and Spartans has been
named the Division III game of the
week, as Wooster is now ranked
20th in the nation by
D3football.com and Case is 3--0
with one of the strongest offenses
in Division m.
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Sports Editor
The Fighting Scots men's soc-
cer team kicked of North Coast
Athletic Conference play against
the Allegheny Gators on Saturday
afternoon. Although the Scots put
up a hard fight, they went under 2-- 0
to the visiting team. Wooster,
who fell to 3-2- -2 overall, may have
taken the loss a
little harder than
usual because
Allegheny's first
goal came from one
of the Wooster
defenders. Early in
the second half two
Wooster defenders
went up for a head-
er then accidentally
hit the ball that
went into the Scots
own net
Even though
the Gators gained '
confidence after the goal, the
Scots kept their poise. They
fought long and hard, but in the
79th minute. Josh Johnson of
Allegheny scored the second and
final goal of the game. On a pos-
itive note, sophomore goaltender
Dave Treleven ' 06 made five
saves on the day. After the loss,
Jon Kruse '04 said, "The loss to
Allegheny helped open our eyes
up and made us work harder as a
team." The Scots know this is not
the time to hang their heads
because now they have to fight
back from this loss and battle for
qualifying and higher seed in the
NCAC tournament
On Wednesday the Scots host-
ed Otterbein College, 2002
'
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The Fighting Scots erect a wall to prevent a goal. (Photo by
Nathan Small)
NCAA division III runners-u- p, in
a double overtime battle. The
first half was a little rocky with
Angelo Manzo, senior from
Allegheny, scoring the first goal
with 1 1 :34 to go in the first half.
Wooster gathered together at
halftime down 1-- 0. When the
Scots stepped onto the field for
Wooster Voice
Defense promotes success
Molly Rallo the second half, it seemed like a
whole different team was out
there. Kruse also stated, "We
made some changes on our team,
and it just felt like everything
finally came together in the sec-
ond half and overtime."
Adam Milligan '05, forward for
the Scots, scored quickly in the
second half to tie the game up with
one a piece. After that goal,
Wooster's confidence rose
and the Otterbein College
Cardinals didn't hold a
chance. The game ended
with the score 1-- 1, but on
looking fans knew who the
real winner was. Dave
Treleven '06, goaltender,
said "So far, this game has
been our best this season."
The Wooster Fighting Scots,
now with a record of 3-2- -3,
hope get back on track
with help from their lead
ing scorer Milligan in
hopes of continuing their
momentum onto Saturday's
game against the Wittenberg
Tigers. The change in the Scots
defense and mid-fiel- d is anoth-
er aspect that they expect to
help them improve and be a
force in the NCAC tournament,
where they lost in the semi-
finals last season.
Volleyball posts winning record
Jessica Hiszay
Staff Writer
During the past week theScot's
volleyball team has passed the
.500 mark for the season with a
three game win over Thiel
College. Wooster, which has in
the past been 6-- 6, 7-- 7, 8-- 8, and 9-- 9,
reach an overall record of 10-- 9
this week, with an even 1- -1 split
in conference action.
On September 23, the women
hosted and swept Thiel College in
three games 30-2- 7, 30-2- 6, and
30-1- 8 in Timken Gymnasium.
This victory was truly , a team
effort with six players recording
three or more aces in the match.
During the match on Tuesday,
Mary-Kat- e Fowkes '06 led the
Scot's offence with an impressive
27 assists. Tiffany Rice '06 and
Erin Schaffner '07 also racked up
points for the Scot's with seven
kills each. On the defensive end
of the game Ashley Quisenberry
'07 terrorized Thiel with two solo
blocks and three assists, while
Becky Rohlfs '05 dug ten of
Thiel's attacks.
The Scot's also boosted their
record with a five game victory
over Grove City College on Sept.
20th with scores of 30J-22-, 18-3- 0,
32-3- 4, 33-3- 1, and 15-1- 1. During
the first tri-mat- ch of "conference
play the ladies split two matches,
both went three games, the Scot's
lost their first match to Hiram
(30-2- 1, 30-2- 4, 30-27- ).i Although
the Scots lost the match, two
ladies in particular stood out.
Offensively, sophomore hitter
Tiffany Rice led the team with 15
kills. On the defensive end,
Captain Becky Rohlfs, dug out an
amazing 28 hits from the Terriers.
The women finished off the
day with a three game victory
over rival team Ohio Wesleyan
with scores of 30-- 2 1 , 30-- 1 7, and
30-2- 4. This was truely a team
effort. The Scots held a balanced
attack with both Tiffany Rice and
first year Erin Schaffner leading'
the team with 14 kills. Those
kills wouldn't have been anything
without the wonderful setting of
sophomore captain Mary-Kat- e
Fowkes who assisted 38 kills
overall. Not only were the
Scots offensively sound, but on
the defensive end they held a
solid ground. The team totalled
80 digs altogether throughout
the match.
This week the women are
looking forward to continue win-
ning with a victory at home on
Thursday Sept 25th against
Ursuline College.
I
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Staff Writer
After a two tough losses in a
row on the road against Walsh
University and Mt. Vernon
Nazarene University last week,
the Fighting Scots women's
soccer team came home and
beat Case Western Reserve
University 1-- 0.
The game was a
close one due to
the fact that some
key players were
missing from the
lineup. "We had
soine people not
playing that game
than should have
been," . goalie
Becca Scina '06
said, "I strongly
believe the out-
come of that
game would've
been in our favor
insurmountably if
certain players were in that
game." Amanda Coppes '06
added that the game was "a
ninety minute battle" for both
teams. Despite a weakened
lineup, the Scots managed to
hold on and for their sixth win
of the season.
The lone goal came during
the 24th minute, an unassisted
goal by Coppes. The Scots kept
r
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Scots keep kickin 9
Katie Lamoreau
themselves on the winning side
of things with amazing
defense, as well as a stellar
performance by Scina, who
made three saves to earn her
fourth shutout of the season.
Coach David , Brown spoke
highly of Scina, saying "I think
she gets a special mention pro-
ducing two
Womens soccer improves to a 6-- 2
record. (Courtesy b OPI)
GENERAL NUTRITION CENTER
IT I
fine saves in
the second
half to pre-
serve the
w i n . "
Brown also
says that "a
great defen-
sive per-
formance in
the second
half" by the
entire team
was key to
the : win.
"We really
needed to
win, and we did," Scina added,
"Hopefully we will be able to
continue ?f on this winning
course." The Fighting Scots
have a chance to improve their
record even further this week-
end when they play Carnegie
Mellon University on Saturday.
With the improvement of the
team their confidence is soar-
ing and so will their winning.
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Field hockey notches 400th
Alaina Hession
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:
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Staff Writer
The women's field hockey
team has been inching closer to
their 400th career win. The Scots
are currently at 399-200-4- 1.
Their record was upped this past
weekend when the girls won both
n
L.. i
Lindsay Tmgley '06 defends a Denison
of their NCAC league games
over Oberlin College and
Wittenburg University.
The teams were fairly
matched, the Scots prevailed in
Thursday's home game in a 2-- 0
decision. Kelley Hubbell '05 was
Football Beats Hope College behind
Tony Sutton's 295 total yards
Rushing No Net TD Lg Avg
Tony Sutton 15 193 3 59 12.9
Sean Anderson 8 55 0 24 6.9 2G
Andrew Branch 2 46 0 63 23.0
Rob Hooper 4 38 1 23 9.5
David Puckett 6 33 0 9 5.5
Kevin Williams 9 23 1 7 2.6
Matt Knepp 1 6 0 6 6.0
Justin Schafer 4 --27 0 0 --6.8
Passing Att-Cmp-I- nt Yds TD
Justin Schafer 12-8-- 1 127
J.D. Lyle 1-- 0-0 0
Receiving No. Yds TD Long
Rusty Miller 2 45 1 39
Tim Sloven sky 2 28 H) 16
DanSteck 2 14 1 8
Matt Ralls 1 25 0 25
Tony Sutton V 1 15 0 15
named NCAC player of the week
this week, after she scored late in
the first half, gaining the lead for
the Scots. Her assist came from
team captain Katie' McCoy '04.
With an assist from captain Julia
Tryder '04, Elayne Brown '05
scored the second goal of the
player. (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz)
game in the second half.
On Saturday, the girls had a
tight match against Wittenberg,
edging them out with a 1- -0 win.
Wittenburg University put up a
tough fight, but they could not
prevail against Anne Leigh '07 's
Allegheny turns Scots into gator
bait as they lose 0-- 2
College of Wooster
Pos Player Sh G A
David Treleven
3 Gerry Ockers -
6 Andrew DeBord. 3
7 Adam Milligan 1
9 Brian Conaway.. ; -
10 Chris Sirois
1 1 David Damon
1 2 Ty ler Heisterkamp... -
14 Jung Kim 1
15 Brian Goche
23 Jon Kmse
Substitutes
2 D.J.Snell
4 Andrew Etter.
5 Tyler Bosch
8 Andrew Rugaiganisa. -
16 Ross Nickel
17 Alex Prochazka.
18 Corey Humphrey. 1
19 Tim Presto
ability in net. Leigh had two shut
out matches this weekend.
Combined, she saved six goals this
weekend. Offensively, McCoy
scored the winning goal on a one-on-o- ne
penalty stroke. A
Wittenburg player was penalized
for stopping the ball with her foot
as Alanna Tryder '04 took a
close-rang- e shot on net. This
game marked the Scots' fourth con-
secutive league win this season.
After last weekend, the team is
looking forward to this weekend's
game against Denison. Team cap-
tain Julia Tryder '04 said "We were
really pleased with how we played
last weekend. We worked really
hard and are continuing to improve.
This weekend's match against
Denison will be tough, but we're
ready for it." The game will be held
at 1 1 a.m. at Denison College.
On Sept. 24 the Ohio Wesleyan
Battling Bishops came to Wooster
to try to prevent the Scot's from
getting their milestone victory. It
appeared as if the Scots were
going to acheive the momentous
feet as Katy Brown '07 scored in
the first half. The Bishops man-
aged to score a goal and the game
was deadlocked until overtime.
Minutes into overtime Brown
scored the game winning goal to
get the team to their 400th win.
Field Hockey gets 400th victory
with 2-- 1 win over Wittenberg
College of Wooster
Pos Player Sh G A
4 Anne Leigh
10 Ashley Arnold -
1 1 Katie McCoy. -
14 Ashley Hecker...... 1
16 Angela Arnold -
22 Katy Baron 1
25 Lindsay Tingley..... 2
31 Alanna Tryder. 6
32 Julia Tryder..... 3
33 Elayne Brown 8
36 Kelley Hubbell 3
Substitutes- -
23 Anlyn Addis 3 - -
Totals ...., 27 2 0
Shots by period 12 OT Tot
& Ohio Wesleyan Univ 4 0 0-- 4
College of Wooster.. 10 16 1-- 27
Presented by Wooster
FREE ADMISSION
Downtown Wooster
September 26th and 27th
Friday
On the Main Stage
-- DJ Craig Long 5-- 8 p.m.
--Michael Stanley and
The Resonators 8:30 p.m.
Saturday
--Scarecrow Contest
-- Community Talent Show
12 noon
--Beer Barrel Roll Race
5 P-- m.
--People's Choice Award
ClassicAntique Car
Womens Soccer beats Case Western
to improve to 6-- 2
College of Wooster
Pos Player Sh G A
00 Becca Scina...
4 Ashley Maciulaitis.. 1
6 Laura Barn hart.
8 Stephanie Lloyd
10 Anna M. Russell... --
12 Danielle Witchey... --
14 Bethany Reiner. 1
18 Lisa Henderson -
19 Brianna Lux
21 Sarah BonDurant I
22 Amanda Coppes 2
Substitutes -
3 Jen Jones...
17 Elly Steiner...
23 Emily Sterling...
26 Kelsey Brachna...
27 Sarah Schostarez...
28 Kristin Gardner...
12
Area Chamber of Commerce '
Saturday
On the Main Stage
--Remember When
(Oldies) 3 p.m.
--JP Country (High
Energy Country)
5:45P-ni- .
--Rumors (Fleetwood Mac
Tribute Band) 8:30 p.m.
'Featuring Both Days!
--Arts and crafts
--German Food, Ribs,
Gyros, Apple Dumplings...
--AntiqueClassic Cars
UPCOMING GAMES
SEPTEMBER 27TH
Football Case 1 p.m.
Field Hockey Denison 1 1 a.m.
Mens Soccer Wittenberg 3:30 p.m.
Womens Soccer Westminster 4:30 p.m.
Cross Country: Wooster Invitational
SEPTEMBER 3QTH
.
Volleyball vs. Kenyon 7 p.m.
Held Hockey vs. Kenyon 4 p.m.
OCTOBER 1ST
Womens Soccer vs. John Carroll 4:30 p.m.
OCTOBER 4TH
Field Hockey vs. Oberlin 3:30 p.m.
Volleyball Wittenberg 3 p.m.
Football vs. Ohio Wesleyan 1 p.m.
Womens Soccer vs. Oberlin high noon
